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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to present an application of ICA
to non-destructive evaluation by unsupervised data-fusion,
which aims at discovering the flaws affecting a metallic slab.
The signals acquired through an eddy-currentprobe for non-
destructive evaluation purposes are affected by strong noise
and disturbances due to the mechanical system that the probe
is mounted on. The availability of multiple measurements
allows performing a linear data-fusion which returns inde-
pendent latent signals, one of which represents the flaw-
related signal recovered from the noisy mixture. A one-unit
neural ICA system is employed to extract such latent signal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Real-world measured signals consist almost invariably of
data carrying information buried by noise and disturbances
originated from the environment and from the measurement
system itself. When the noise is strong, i.e. the signal-to-
noise ratio is low, often it is necessary to perform some
kind of pre-processing in order to emphasize the informa-
tion content of the data. One among such techniques is data-
fusion: It consists in the combination of multiple (redun-
dant) observations of the same phenomena, often conducted
through different kinds of sensors; a proper combination of
such large amount of data may allow suppressing the un-
wanted disturbances and to extract the meaningful signals.

A relevant industrial problem where data-fusion might
prove useful is non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of metal-
lic slabs by eddy-current testing (ECT). The ECT [5, 6] is a
non-destructive evaluation technique especially well suited
for metallic object inspection by a probe system.

In ECT-NDE, an electromagnetic probe is slid over a
conductive object. The exciter coil is driven with medium-
range frequency ( ������� kHz) stabilized sinusoidal current
producing a magnetic field, which induces eddy currents in
the object surface near the exciter. These currents produce
their own magnetic fields, which are always in opposition
to the exciter field; a part of the eddy currents experiences
conductive losses, therefore these counter fields do not fully

balance the exciting field. This phenomenonmay be equiva-
lently thought of as the interrogating magnetic field which is
back-scattered by the inner layers of the objects [11, 27]. At
the level of the coil, the back-scattering phenomenon results
in the probe’s electrical impedance change, which consists
of an equivalent resistance, accounting for the energy loss in
the metal, and an equivalent reactive part, which accounts
for the phase delay in the scattered field. The differential
impedance is sensitive to anomalies or perturbations in the
volume in the path of the interrogating magnetic field, such
as metal loss, cracks, corrosion or wall thinning.

When a defect is present on the surface of the specimen,
to prevent the evolution of the damage, it is important to
detect, localize and size the crack; however, the eddy cur-
rent measurement is corrupted by the skin effect, the lift-off
noise and uncorrelated noise. Prior to develop a flaw detec-
tion/recognition system, each measurement has thus to be
restored, by separately featuring the lift-off signal and the
defect signal. The magnitude and the phase of the ECT sig-
nals, acquired on the upper and lower sides of the specimen,
have been considered as available measures. In order to ex-
tract information from the measured data, a proper signal
processing algorithm should be designed.

An ECT-NDE data processing approach is proposed in
this paper to remove the effects of the eddy-current sensor
drift during the horizontal/vertical scanning of an inspected
metallic slab. Neural techniques have recently been ap-
plied to the solution of electromagnetic problems (see e.g.
[3, 8, 26, 27] and references therein), and it has been espe-
cially proven, by recent experimental research works, that
the use of ICA enables us to acquire additional knowledge
from measurements [10, 25, 28]. (For further reading, a re-
cent survey of successful industrial applications of indepen-
dent component analysis and blind source separation may
be found in [13].)

As an ICA-engine, we use here a one-unit neural system
based on ‘rigid-body’ learning theory. It was introduced in
[15] as a new class of learning rules for linear as well as non-
linear neural layers, arising from the dynamics of rigid bod-
ies; its usefulness in solving some orthonormal problems
has been recently proven, like in optimal data representa-
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tion by second-order statistics decomposition. Later on, we
observed that the mentioned class of learning algorithms is a
subset of a larger family of adaptation rules and proposed a
general theoretical framework which explains many contri-
butions found in the scientific literature; the general theory,
termed Stiefel-Grassman flow learning, was presented in
[16]. The main idea behind these contributions is to exploit
the mathematical knowledge of the algebraic structure of
the spaces that the networks’ parameters belong to, through
the basic instruments provided by differential geometry, as
recently suggested for instance in [2, 7, 14, 22], among oth-
ers; our work also found its roots in some impressive papers
on second-order optimization techniques (see e.g. [1, 24])
exploiting physical parallelisms.

As mentioned, the mechanical learning paradigm arises
from the equations describing the dynamics of an abstract
rigid body, embedded in a force field, which is formed by
unitary-mass point-particles positioned over mutually orthog-
onal axes at unitary distance from axes’ origin. For a one-
unit network ( ��� � ), the learning equations read:

�� � � ���	� ��
� � ���	� ��
�������� � (1)�� �
�

����� ����! "��# 
 � � ���$�! %#'&'� (2)

where ��� �( is the system’s potential energy function which
drives the system dynamics and describes neuron’s task.
The equations try to learn the weight-vector � that mini-
mizes the potential energy function.

2. APPLICATION TO INDEPENDENT
COMPONENT ANALYSIS

The independent component analysis (ICA) aims at extract-
ing independent signals from their linear mixtures or to ex-
tract independent features (as latent variables) from signals
having complex structure [4, 9, 12, 19, 20, 17].

A way to define the independent components is to em-
ploy the maximum or minimum kurtosis principle: Under
some conditions, the output of a linear neuron with multi-
ple inputs )!��*  described by +,��*  � � # ��*  )!��*  contains an
independent component of the input if the weight-vector �
maximizes or minimizes the fourth moment of neuron re-
sponse:

��- .0/ ��13204�56137�!89��:';,<�=> ��� � # )  "?@&'A (3)

The observed signal model is )!��*  �CB�D���*  , where
D���*  �E�F GH is a vector-signal with statistically independent
components, and B EIF GKJML9H is a full-column rank matrix
describing the mixing of the independent components into
the observable signal or the expected relationship between
the latent variables and the observable variables. Apart from
special cases, the number of observations � should exceed

or equate the number of independent sources N . With the
convention that OQP���*  denotes the RTSVU independent compo-
nent of D���*  , usually the hypotheses made on it are that each
O@P is a stationary IID (independent, identically distributed)
random signal with zero mean ( =�W � O@P & �

� ), unitary vari-
ance ( =W � OYXP & �

� ) and is statistically independent of each
other at any time. It is also worth recalling that, under the
above hypotheses, the kurtosis of the signal OYP defines asZ P?
[@\%]� =�^ � O ?P & 
$_ .
In practical situations, it is also common to hypothesize

that the signals in )!��*  are mutually uncorrelated, which
is equivalent to say that the mixing matrix is orthogonal;
without any loss of generality we can suppose �`�aN ,
thus ultimately B # Bb�dc H . It is known that when the
observable signals are not uncorrelated, a pre-processing
stage known as ‘whitening’ or ‘sphering’ may be always
performed, which has the twofold effect to remove the second-
order dependency between the signals and to reduce the
number of ‘geometrically independent’ observations to N
(see e.g. [6]).

In the present context, the optimization principle (3) gives
rise to the potential energy function:

��� �( [@\%]�
�

�'e,f => ��� � # )  "?@& 
�_9g � (4)

with e being a real number allowing to switch between the
maximization and minimization problems. The above en-
ergy function generates the forcing field:

� ��
���e => ��� � # )  "h ) &'A (5)

In order to avoid the explicit approximation of the required
mean-field, we resort to stochastic optimization, which means
dropping down the expectation operator and approximating
the average of the stochastic force �3i ��
���e�)'+ h with itself.

3. APPLICATION TO NON-DESTRUCTIVE
EVALUATION (NDE) PROBLEM

In ECT-NDE, the probe usually consists of a source coil and
a pick-up coil connected to a nano-voltmeter. The probe
allows for complex-voltage measurements whose change is
used for defect detection and identification with particular
interest into defect shape.

A typical inspection is carried out in the following way.
A conductive specimen is supposed to be affected by a de-
fect located deeply in its volume and thus hidden to the
view: A probe is moved on a grid over the specimen acces-
sible surface and a set of differential complex voltage values
are thus collected. A strong discontinuity in the homogene-
ity of the impedance profile in a spatial location clearly ev-
idences the presence of a defect in that zone of the volume;
on the basis of this observation, a first automatic screening
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of the data is performed in order to roughly localize an area
of the surface centered around the defect, so that the succes-
sive finer analysis is restricted to a narrower specimen vol-
ume. As the distribution of the impedance depends on the
defect location and shape, it is possible to reconstruct the
defect profile by properly treating the measured data [18].

3.1. Experimental set-up

We analyze a set of experimental ECT-NDE data, provided
by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences [21]. They have
been acquired by a single ‘pancake’ exciting coil with FLUX-
SET sensor (for a detailed explanation of experimental set-
up see [21]). The tested specimen consists of a square plate
( ������� � A � ��� cm) of INCONEL material, which presents
a rectangular thin crack (about � A � mm thick and � mm in
length), surface (inner defect, ID) or hidden (outer defect,
OD) according to the inspection side, located in a region
of ���$� mm width around the plate center. The depth of
the defect is about � � % of the plate thickness. The scanned
area is a region of

� � � � � mm with � A � mm spacing along �
and + axes; the output voltage is proportional to the absolute
value of the + component of the magnetic flux density, and
the voltage magnitude and phase have been recorded on a
grid of � � ��� � measurement points.

Figure 1 represents a real- and imaginary-part pairs among
the ECT-NDE signals. Even if the plate has a constant hori-
zontal thickness, the signal has a magnitude related not only
to the defect but also to the variable sensor lift-off over the
specimen surface, which creates a drift effect on the mea-
surements.

From the experimental set-up, four different measure-
ments are available: The magnitude and the phase of the
EC signal acquired from the inner side of plate, and the
magnitude and the phase from the outer side of the plate.
If a defect is present near one of the surfaces, a measure can
be considered as ID and the second one will be OD type.
By using a single measurement, the detection of the crack is
unfeasible because of two concurring problems:

	 When the defect is located near the surface on the
same side of the sensor (ID), although the signal-to-
noise ratio is high, it does not suffice to provide the
detection/recognition system a suitable knowledge to
correctly locate and size the flaw;

	 When the defect is located on the surface, for OD
measurement, the signal related to the crack is com-
pletely buried into background disturbance, due to the
skin effect, to the lift-off noise and to the uncorrelated
Gaussian noise, as can be readily seen from Figure 1.

Our working hypothesis is that the measured signals are lin-
ear mixtures of different sources: The signal related to the
defect and the one related to the lift-off noise. This suggests
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Fig. 1. Real- and imaginary-part of the measured ECT-NDE
signal.

that, on the basis of ICA technique, a way can be envisaged
to extract the defect signal. More formally, we hypothesize
that there exist two latent signals whose linear superposition
with proper (unknown) weights give rise to the observed
signals. In our model such latent variables are statistically
independent, thus they may be separated through an ICA
technique.

3.2. Experimental results

As mentioned, we hypothesize a linear model relating the
independent signals with the measures. Our proposal for
processing the available data is to suppose that the real and
imaginary parts of the involved signals interact in an addi-
tive way, thus the input signal )!��*  �E�F G ? contains

�
scalar

sub-signals: the real- and imaginary-parts of both the ID
and OD measurements.

The signal ) gets first whitened by mean-value removal
and eigenvalue-decomposition based normalization of the
covariance matrix, so that the whitened data are centered
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and have unitary covariance.
As the signal show a non-negligible spatial correlation,

the one-unit ICA algorithm is run over � � � ����� samples ran-
domly picked from the set of � � � � � � � � � � available
measures (regardless of their ordering), to simulate station-
arity1.

The algorithm was run with parameters values � � � ,� *�� � A ��� � , e�� 
 � A � ; also � � �  ���� � � � c ?  (it was then
normalized to have unit norm), while

� � �  ��� ? .
Figure 2 shows the result of a run: The obtained latent

component clearly pertains to the defect signal, which ap-
pears no longer buried by lift-off noise. The linear superpo-
sition of the measured signals which cancels the background
disturbance is non-trivial, as the final neuron weight-vector
resulted to be � � � 
 � A ��_	� � 
 � A � � _ � � A � � ��� 
 � A _ � � � & # .
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Fig. 2. Estimated latent variable, in the NDE problem, cor-
responding to the defect signal.

The signal-to-noise (i.e. defect signal to background noise)
ratio is good enough to enable an automatic recognition sys-
tem to locate and describe the crack.

1Note that this way of using the signals is data-structure preserving.

4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

An engineering problem of industrial interest, the NDE of a
metallic slab, has been tackled through a data-fusion tech-
nique based on independent component analysis. A real-
world case-study, relying on measures provided by the Hun-
garian Academy of Sciences, has been discussed by ana-
lyzing the numerical results obtained by running a one-unit
ICA neural system. A thorough formal analysis of the be-
havior of the ‘rigid bodies’ learning system is under inves-
tigation, as well as a detailed study about the capabilities of
ICA-related techniques in non-destructive evaluation tasks.
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